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Abstract: The demand for high-power density motors has been increasing due to their remarkable
output capability and compact construction. To achieve a significant improvement in motor power
density, lightweight design methods have been recognized as an effective enabler. Therefore, exten-
sive investigations have been conducted to reduce motor mass and achieve lightweight configurations
through the exploration of lightweight materials, structures and manufacturing techniques. This
article provides a comprehensive review and summary of state-of-the-art lightweight implementa-
tion methods for electrical machines, including the utilization of lightweight materials, structural
lightweight design, and incorporation of advanced manufacturing technologies, such as additive
manufacturing techniques. The advantages and limitations of each approach are also discussed in
this paper. Furthermore, some comments and forecasts on potential future methodologies for motor
lightweighting are also provided.

Keywords: electrical machines; lightweight; lightweight materials; structural lightweight design;
additive manufacturing

1. Introduction

Due to their superior output power per unit weight or volume, there is an increasing
demand for high-power density motors in various vehicle applications, including electric
vehicles, electrified aircraft, rail transportation, and maritime applications [1–5]. According
to the definition of motor power density, there are two potential avenues for enhancing
motor power density: firstly, by augmenting its output capacity through improving its
cooling efficiency [6–8]; and secondly, by reducing the weight or volume of the motor.
Compared to the previous method, lightweight design has emerged as a critical technique
for achieving high specific power targets, which has gained significant attention and has
undergone extensive investigations [9,10].

Several approaches have been employed with favorable outcomes in the pursuit of
achieving lightweight motor construction [11–13]. As depicted in Figure 1, typical meth-
ods for motor lightweight design can be classified into two categories: the utilization of
lightweight materials [10] and the implementation of structural lightweight design [14,15].
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Common lightweight materials primarily encompass light alloys, such as aluminum, mag-
nesium, and titanium, as well as various composite materials. These materials can be
applied to motors to facilitate weight reduction without compromising their electromag-
netic and mechanical properties [16]. In terms of the structural lightweight design, motor
configurations can be appropriately simplified or optimized to achieve weight reduction
while ensuring favorable motor performance [17]. In addition to these conventional ap-
proaches, advanced manufacturing technologies have recently garnered extensive attention
from motor engineers and are increasingly being employed in constructing complex mo-
tor configurations for lightweight considerations, particularly additive manufacturing
technology [18–20].

Figure 1. Illustration of typical methods for motor lightweight design.

The construction of an electrical machine can be commonly classified into two pri-
mary components: the electromagnetic component (active part) responsible for achieving
electromechanical conversion and the mechanical component (passive part) providing
mechanical support, fixation and torque transmission. Figure 2 illustrates the mass distribu-
tion of a propulsion motor developed for an electrified aircraft. It can be observed that the
motor active part, which accounts for 53.2% of its total weight, presents a comparatively
larger weight than the mechanical part (46.8%) [21,22], aligning with the general law of
motor mass distribution [23]. The aforementioned methods can be applied to both active
and passive parts of motors to facilitate weight reduction. Regarding the motor active part,
various lightweight materials have been extensively utilized, such as aluminum wires [24]
and superconducting materials [25] in windings, as well as soft magnetic composite (SMC)
in motor cores [26]. Moreover, novel topologies such as slotless and coreless machines have
also been explored to achieve reduced mass and enhance power density [27]. Similarly, the
lightweight design of the motor’s passive part also involves the utilization of lightweight
materials and structural lightweight design [28]. Under the premise of ensuring adequate
mechanical properties, achieving lightweight can be accomplished by utilizing light metal
alloys and composite materials, along with simplified and optimized mechanical structures.
Additionally, additive manufacturing technology has also been explored for fabricating
both motor active and passive components for mass reduction [29].

Despite extensive investigations conducted on lightweight motors, there remains
a lack of comprehensive review and summary regarding existing methods for motor
lightweight. This paper aims to bridge this gap by providing an overview of the state-of-the-
art lightweight implementation methods for electrical machines, including the application
of lightweight materials, structural lightweight design, and incorporation of advanced
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manufacturing technologies in motor fabrication. The remainder of this article is organized
as follows. Section 2 provides a review of lightweight motors using lightweight materials,
followed by a demonstration of the implementation of structural lightweight design in
machines in Section 3. Section 4 further presents an exploration of advanced manufacturing
technologies employed in machines, particularly additive manufacturing that enables the
realization of lightweight motor configurations. Finally, a conclusion is drawn in Section 5.

Figure 2. Mass distribution of a propulsion motor for electrified aircraft.

2. Application of Lightweight Materials

In terms of motor lightweight methods, the utilization of lightweight materials is one
of the most direct and commonly adopted approaches, which has been implemented in
both motor active and passive parts [10]. Various lightweight materials have been explored
in electrical machines with significantly reduced motor weight and enhanced power den-
sity, including composite materials, aluminum windings, soft magnetic composite, and
superconducting materials [30]. Meanwhile, the introduction of lightweight materials also
has an impact on motor electromagnetic and thermal performance, as well as mechanical
strength, which requires further investigation and tradeoff design. The following provides
a comprehensive summary of the application cases for each material, highlighting both
advantages and limitations.

2.1. Composite Materials

Compared with conventional metal materials in motors, composite materials are
mainly characterized by lower density, improved corrosion resistance, and enhanced
insulating performance, which are more suitable for weight reduction purposes in motor
applications [30]. Moreover, composite materials offer another advantage by using additive
manufacturing technology to achieve complex configurations that are unattainable with
conventional metal materials through CNC machining.

In Figure 3a, a kind of lightweight material, i.e., PA6GF30 30% glass fiber-reinforced
polymer, is explored in the motor casing to reduce motor weight and remain compati-
ble with the water-cooling system [11]. Compared to the aluminum casing, the cooling
efficiency of the motor using composite materials is slightly reduced, i.e., the winding
maximum temperature increases from 127 ◦C to 131 ◦C, while its weight is greatly reduced
by 20.27%. Two approaches are attempted in [16] to reduce motor mass, as illustrated
in Figure 3b. The first method involves the utilization of carbon-reinforced plastic and
stainless steel to fabricate a hybrid shaft, thus enabling a remarkable weight reduction of
50%. The second method is to replace laminated rotor cores with soft magnetic compounds
(SMC), together with a torque carrier made of polyamide plastic, which can achieve both
the functions of a conventional rotor: torque transmission and the magnetically active
part. As a result, the weight of the rotor module is merely 398 g. [31] develops an axial
flux multi-disc permanent magnet (PM) motor for a stratospheric unmanned aircraft, as
presented in Figure 3c. To implement a lightweight structure, advanced plastic materials
are used as structural materials in both machine rotor and stator discs. Moreover, quasi-
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ironless magnetic circuits are also adopted to eliminate iron losses and further reduce motor
mass. Finally, the simulation results indicate a potential weight reduction of 30%, and the
prototype torque density reaches 1 Nm/kg, which is superior to conventional industrial
motors considering the ambient environment and mechanical factors.

Figure 3. State-of-the-art composite materials applied in electrical machines: (a) Application of
PA6GF30 30% glass fiber-reinforced polymer in the motor casing to reduce motor weight [11]; (b) A
lightweight rotor made of composites and steel [16]; (c) An axial flux plastic multi-disc brushless PM
motor for a stratospheric unmanned aircraft [31].

Meanwhile, the mechanical strength and thermal properties of composite materials
should be fully considered, particularly applied in motor mechanical structures, such as
housing, end caps, and shafts. The mechanical components in electrical machines are typi-
cally required with sufficient mechanical robustness for stable operation, as well as good
thermal conductivity to enable heat conduction and heat exchange. The thermal conductiv-
ity of composite materials is generally lower than that of metals, which poses challenges
for heat dissipation and thermal management in motors, and thus necessitates a careful
consideration between weight reduction and cooling performance in practical applications.

2.2. Aluminum Windings

Aluminum demonstrates numerous advantages over copper in motor applications:
(1) a lower mass density, accounting for only 30% of that of copper; (2) a reduced cost, i.e.,
approximately 10% the price per unit volume compared to copper; (3) a higher heat capacity,
roughly double that of copper per unit mass; and (4) enhanced recyclability. Consequently,
aluminum is being increasingly utilized as a substitute for conventional copper materials
in specific scenarios, with the expectation of achieving lightweight configurations and
cost-effectiveness [32–34].

In [35], pre-compressed aluminum stator windings have been explored in a propulsion
motor for a solar-powered aircraft to achieve high slot fill factor, weight reduction, low
cost and also thermal improvement, as illustrated in Figure 4a. Due to the lightweight
properties of aluminum, the mass of each aluminum coil is 17.2 g lower than the copper
coil, leading to a 9% reduction in the motor’s total weight. Benefiting from the compressing
process, the motor with aluminum windings reaches a slot fill factor of 75%, compared to
42% for conventional copper windings. Moreover, the temperature rise of the motor with
aluminum windings is tested to be 26% lower than that of copper wound machines. To
further mitigate high AC losses caused by skin and proximity effects, [36] proposes a new
method of fabricating pre-compressed aluminum windings using stranded/Litz wire, as
presented in Figure 4b. The proposed method results in a reduction of 18% in winding DC
resistance and a 10% decrease in overall motor mass, as well as a remarkable 84% decline in
winding material costs, compared to copper strands. The slot fill factor further increases to
77.9%. In [37], a PMSM featuring aluminum windings in an irregular cross-sectional shape
achieves an even higher slot fill factor of 83.8% and is compared to an identical motor using
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typical round copper windings in terms of losses, efficiency, and thermal performance, as
shown in Figure 4c. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed aluminum
winding machine can effectively reduce overall winding losses across a wide frequency
range, especially within the low-frequency region. Therefore, when subjected to the same
weight, the measured efficiencies of the proposed machine are significantly higher than
those of conventional machines with copper windings. Meanwhile, the proposed aluminum
windings demonstrate a slow and low-temperature rise at various operating frequencies,
owing to the material properties and design of aluminum windings.

Figure 4. State-of-the-art aluminum windings used in electrical machines: (a) A propulsion motor
using pre-compressed aluminum stator windings for a solar-powered aircraft [35]; (b) A new method
of fabricating pre-compressed aluminum windings using stranded/Litz wire [36]; (c) A design of
high slot fill aluminum winding in PM machines for reducing winding losses [37].

However, aluminum as a motor winding material is also subject to a significant
drawback, i.e., its higher electrical resistivity compared to copper, which results in increased
motor losses and reduced efficiency. To achieve an equivalent resistance to that of the copper
winding, the most straightforward method is to increase the cross-sectional area of the
aluminum wires, which requires a larger slot area and motor size, thereby offsetting part
of the weight reduction brought by aluminum windings. In this case, the utilization of
compressed aluminum windings can effectively reduce winding resistance while increasing
the motor slot fill factor. Nevertheless, the mechanical compression process may affect the
reliability of the wire insulation layer, and the insulation issue of the compressed aluminum
windings should be further considered and addressed. Therefore, it is imperative to conduct
a comprehensive trade-off design by thoroughly considering the material properties and
motor performance, aiming to maximize the benefits of aluminum windings.

2.3. Soft Magnetic Composite

In recent years, the application of soft magnetic composite (SMC) could be another fea-
sible alternative to reduce motor weight due to their remarkable magnetic properties com-
pared to conventional silicone steel sheets, particularly for high-speed and high-frequency
applications. SMC primarily refers to Fe-based amorphous nanocrystalline, which is used to
fabricate motor cores by molding. SMC is featured with high saturation magnetization, low
eddy current loss and density, which can increase the electromagnetic load during motor
design and thus reduce motor volume [38,39]. Additionally, due to the isotropic magnetic
and thermal properties of SMC, some novel motor topologies with 3D magnetic circuits
can be realized, thereby improving material utilization and reducing motor mass [40].

In [41], a PM transverse flux motor with SMC cores has been developed and veri-
fied with higher power and torque density compared with other motors, as presented
in Figure 5a. [42] proposes a novel flux reversal claw pole machine, which combines the
advantages of both flux reversal PM machine and claw pole machine. Due to the appli-
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cation of SMC cores, a 3D magnetic circuit can be achieved, thus resulting in relatively
high torque capability, as presented in Figure 5b. Furthermore, a PM claw pole machine
with hybrid cores containing steel sheets and SMC cores is proposed in [43], aiming to
take advantage of the magnetic properties of SMC materials while enhancing mechanical
strength, as depicted in Figure 5c. The results indicate both greatly improved torque ability
and higher efficiency for a wide operation frequency range.

Figure 5. Some typical SMC applications in electrical machines: (a) A PM transverse flux motor with
SMC cores [41]; (b) A novel flux reversal claw pole machine with SMC cores [42]; (c) A PM claw pole
machine with hybrid cores [43].

On the downside, SMC materials exhibit some apparent limitations, such as lower
permeability than silicone steel sheets and thus higher hysteresis losses. Moreover, motor
cores made of SMC materials demonstrate inferior mechanical strength than conventional
laminated iron cores. Consequently, it is not appropriate to directly substitute silicon steel
sheets with SMC materials in the current motor design. To fully harvest the advantages of
SMC material, it is necessary to conduct a redesign of the motor topology and geometry
with full consideration of SMC material properties.

2.4. Superconducting Materials

Superconducting materials are also applied in motor windings to develop super-
conducting electrical machines (SEM), particularly for aircraft propulsion applications
with ultra-high lightweight and power density requirements. Due to the zero resistance
properties of superconducting wires, superconducting windings can achieve much higher
current density than conventional copper windings, which greatly improves the motor’s
electromagnetic load and reduces motor size. According to the integration location of
superconducting materials, SEM can be divided into partial SEMs using superconducting
coils in only field windings or armature windings, and full SEMs with superconducting
wires in both windings, of which the latter can achieve higher thermal load and specific
power [44,45].

Figure 6 illustrates several state-of-the-art SEMs with lightweight construction and
high specific power. A lightweight fully SEM has been developed for an electrical air-
craft propulsion system, as shown in Figure 6a, and the following specifications have
been achieved: 19.4 kW/kg for a 3 MW motor and over 20 kW/kg for a 5 MW motor,
respectively [46]. Figure 6b presents a double rotor flux switching machine with supercon-
ducting field coils and a thermal management system [47]. The proposed motor features
an air-core stator, litz wire for armature windings and high-temperature superconducting
material for the field coil. The motor power density considering the overall system is
about 18.5 kW/kg and the efficiency can be higher than 98.7%. As shown in Figure 6c, A
10 MW fully superconducting synchronous generator with REBCO superconducting tapes
is designed for electric aircraft and its performance is evaluated in terms of the ac loss of
the superconducting windings, the iron loss of the yoke, efficiency, dry weight, and output
power density [48]. The theoretically achievable power density and efficiency can be up to
26.7 kW/kg and 99.2%. Furthermore, the analysis results suggest that the full SEM has the
potential to achieve higher output density, expected to theoretically exceed 30 kW/kg.
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Figure 6. Some state-of-the-art SEMs: (a) A lightweight fully SEM for electrical aircraft propulsion
system [46]; (b) A double rotor flux switching machine with superconducting field coils and thermal
management system [47]; (c) A 10 MW fully superconducting synchronous generator with REBCO
superconducting tapes for electric aircraft [48].

Despite the clear benefits of weight and size reduction, there are still critical challenges
that require careful consideration. The zero-resistance properties of superconducting mate-
rials require additional cryogenic cooling, which brings considerable weight, complicates
the entire system, and offsets the improvement of the overall power density. Although
there is no DC loss due to superconducting, SEMs still suffer from AC loss caused by flux
leakage. Consequently, further investigation and holistic motor design are required to
maximize the benefits of superconducting materials.

The applications of lightweight materials in electrical machines are summarized in
Table 1, where common materials, extended performance boundaries, and limitations
are included.

Table 1. Summary of application of lightweight materials.

Materials Common Materials Extended Performance Boundaries Limitations and Considerations

Composite
materials [11,16,31]

Glass fiber-reinforced
polymer,

Carbon-reinforced
plastic, Advanced

plastic, etc.

(1) Motor weight reduction:
20.27%~30% [11,31]

(2) Shaft weight reduction: 50% [16]

(1) Low thermal conductivity
(2) Limited mechanical strength

Aluminum
windings [35–37] Aluminum alloys

(1) Motor weight reduction:
9%~10% [35,36]

(2) Slot fill factor:
75%~83.8% [35–37]

(1) High resistivity
(2) The impact on the reliability of

the wire insulation layer

Soft magnetic
composites [41–43]

High purity and
compressibility of iron

powder

(1) Power per unit volume:
526~673 kW/m3 [41]

(2) Efficient: 78%~88% [41–43]

(1) Low permeability and high
hysteresis loss

(2) Low mechanical strength

Superconducting
materials [46–48] YBCO, REBCO

(1) Power density:
18.5~26.7 kW/kg [46–48]

(2) Efficient: 98.7%~99.2% [47,48]

The complexity and weight gain of the
system caused by the required low

temperature

3. Structural Lightweight Design

In addition to the utilization of lightweight materials, structural lightweight design
serves as another effective approach to achieving motor lightweight design, which is mainly
aimed at both the electromagnetic configuration and mechanical structure of the motor.
Generally, the motor topology and geometry are optimized and improved to reduce motor
weight while ensuring the motor’s electromagnetic performance and mechanical strength.
This section provides a comprehensive overview of lightweight structural design for both
motor active and passive components [49,50].
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3.1. Active Part

Regarding structural lightweight design in the motor active part, some novel motor
topologies such as slotless machines [51], ironless or coreless machines [52] have been
developed to effectively minimize motor weight while maintaining functionality. Slot-
less machines are currently being intensively explored due to their reduced weight and
enhanced power density, as well as other merits, i.e., zero cogging torque, very smooth
rotation, no laminated core loss, and negligible eddy current losses in rotor magnets [53].

Several typical state-of-the-art slotless machines are illustrated in Figure 7. A slotless,
lightweight PM machine with high pole pairs and outer rotor Halbach PM configuration
is proposed and investigated for a drone, as shown in Figure 7a [54]. Compared to the
conventional slotted radial flux machine, the slotless machine presents a significant reduc-
tion in overall weight (from 0.7 kg to 0.465 kg) due to significantly decreased lamination
weight (from 0.53 kg to 0.08 kg), while experiencing an increase in the weight of magnets
(from 0.083 kg to 0.215 kg) and conductors (from 0.09 kg to 0.17 kg). Figure 7b presents an
axial-flux dual-rotor slotless PM motor with novel equidirectional toroidal winding [55].
Compared with the axial flux machine with traditional toroidal winding, the proposed
motor presents advantages in terms of back-EMF amplitude, torque density and motor
efficiency due to the absence of phase difference between the EMF induced by each coil
within one phase of the equidirectional toroidal winding. Additionally, a high-speed slot-
less generator system is developed for a hybrid-electric aircraft, where a power density
of 24.38 kW/kg (considering the motor active part) is achieved at a current density of
15 A/mm2 and motor efficiency of 99%, as shown in Figure 7c [56]. The power density can
be further increased to 40 kW/kg by enhancing the current density to 27.5 A/mm2 and
increasing the number of pole pairs.

Figure 7. State-of-the-art slotless electrical machines. (a) A slotless lightweight motor for aerial
applications [54]; (b) An axial-flux dual-rotor slotless PM motor with novel equidirectional toroidal
winding [55]; (c) A high-speed slotless generator system for hybrid-electric aircraft [56].

Apart from the elimination of stator teeth for slotless machine construction, the stator
yoke is also narrowed and optimized to reduce its mass and achieve high specific power,
with typical application cases in Figure 8. The proposed lightweight structure, which
incorporates stator grooves in the stator yoke, has been validated to demonstrate reduced
motor weight while having little impact on the no-load back-EMF, output torque, and
motor losses [28]. Another case is a 3 MW partially superconducting synchronous machine
developed for electric aircraft propulsion [57]. This motor features the application of an
electromagnetic Halbach array for field excitation, which narrows the back yoke and thus
enhances the overall output power density. The results demonstrate a yoke thickness
reduction of up to 85% and a yoke weight decrease of up to 78%, which results in an
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increase in motor power density by up to 30%. Furthermore, a novel design is proposed
in [58], presenting a yokeless and segmented armature axial flux PMSM with integrated
copper pipes serving as an effective cooling system. The investigation primarily focuses on
the mechanical construction of the motor including stress, deformation, thermal and modal
analyses, and finally, a prototype is successfully fabricated and tested.

Figure 8. Application cases for narrowed stator yoke in electrical machines: (a) A high-power density
PMSM with lightweight structure [28]; (b) A superconducting synchronous motor with Halbach
array field excitation [57]; (c) A yokeless and segmented armature axial flux machine with copper
pipes for cooling [58].

Another more advanced topology is an ironless machine, also known as a coreless
machine or air-core machine, where no ferromagnetic material is used in the motor to
achieve extreme weight reduction. As presented in Figure 9a, a coreless multi-phase electric
machine based on magnetic resonant coupling has been proposed to realize lightweight
configuration [59]. To make the machine coreless, the stator and rotor cores of the motor are
fabricated using reinforced plastic fibers through additive manufacturing techniques. The
analysis results indicate an output torque of 2.89 Nm at an estimated weight of 12 kg, which
has not been validated by prototyping and testing. Another case involves a high-speed
axial-flux PM machine with an ironless stator and a Halbach-array PM rotor, as depicted
in Figure 9b [60]. A new hybrid sleeve and PM fixation method have been proposed to
ensure rotor mechanical strength in high-speed machines. The motor output power can
reach 53.8 kW at 9000 rpm, which has been fully validated through motor prototype testing.
Furthermore, the weight of coreless machines can be reduced by utilizing alternative
winding materials, such as aluminum wires and carbon nanotube (CNT) windings, which
have been investigated in [61]. CNT is characterized by lightweight properties, absence
of skin effect, and negligible temperature coefficient of resistance. The weight of the
coreless axial flux machine with aluminum windings and CNT is reduced to 66% of that
of the machine equipped with conventional copper coils, while maintaining the same
output power.

Although the lightweight properties of coreless machines have been mentioned in
some existing literature, most studies only refer to the improvement in motor efficiency
rather than specific advancements in motor mass or power density. The possible reasons
are as follows. Due to the absence of iron cores, the magnetic permeability in the magnetic
circuit is lower, and thus the airgap flux density is lower than that of conventional motors
with iron cores. To achieve the same output capability, one approach is to enhance the airgap
flux density by using more PMs or increasing the motor size to augment the airgap surface
area, which entails higher cost and additional weight. Moreover, the increased flux leakage
and copper losses due to the absence of iron cores are also non-negligible. Therefore, there
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is no general law for weight reduction in ironless machines, and comprehensive tradeoff
designs are required to achieve lightweight motor configurations on a case-by-case basis.

Figure 9. State-of-the-art coreless or ironless electrical machines: (a) A coreless multi-phase electric
machine using magnetic resonant coupling [59]; (b) A high-speed axial-flux PM machine with a
Halbach-array PM rotor and an ironless stator [60]; (c) A coreless multidisc axial flux PM machine
with CNT windings [61].

3.2. Passive Part

Apart from the motor active part, the mechanical structure constitutes another signifi-
cant contributor to overall weight, thereby allowing sufficient space for mass reduction.
The mechanical structure of the motor primarily serves as a support, fixation, and torque
transmission component [62]. Therefore, it is imperative to ensure its functionality and
mechanical strength while simultaneously reducing weight. Currently, lightweight con-
struction is mainly achieved by simplifying the mechanical components, such as thinned
housing, ribbed endcap and hollow shaft, with effective weight reduction reported in
existing literature.

A mass optimization approach based on a coupled electromagnetic and mechanical
analytical model is proposed to achieve a lightweight mechanical structure of a PMSM
for a solar-powered aircraft, as presented in Figure 10a [23]. The strength and stiffness of
mechanical components are fully considered based on the motor load, and a multi-physics
analytical model including electromagnetic and mechanical properties was established.
A 4 kW and a 167 W motor are designed based on the proposed analytical model and
prototyped for validation as well. Compared to the propulsion for Zephyr 6, the mechanical
mass ratio has reduced from 41.8% to 34% and 23%, respectively. Similarly, the weight
optimization of an axial-flux machine for airborne wind turbines is performed by employing
a multi-objective optimization approach based on a combined electrical, thermal, and
structural analytical model, as depicted in Figure 10b [63]. The optimization results indicate
a motor power density of 6.4 kW/kg at a total weight of 2.065 kg, an efficiency of 95% and
a rated speed of 3200 rpm. In Figure 10c, the over-engineering issue of an existing housing
bracket is addressed, where the finite element analysis results are utilized to improve its
design [64]. Consequently, the weight of the bracket is reduced from its original value of
1070 g to a more efficient 886 g. During the optimization, the manufacturing feasibility has
been fully considered and design rules are proposed, including wall thickness for housing,
transition radius and fillet for cast flow, as well as porosity factor.

Compared to the motor active part, investigation on weight reduction of motor me-
chanical structure is comparatively limited, which presents significant potential for further
mass reduction through both simplified structural design and utilization of lightweight
materials. Therefore, further studies on motor lightweight structures can be conducted
to facilitate its integration with specific application scenarios in the future. For instance,
in the context of aviation electric propulsion, which is highly weight-sensitive, the motor
mechanical structure can be further streamlined based on operating conditions to enhance
motor power density and also aircraft flight capability.
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Figure 10. Typical structural lightweight designs in motor passive part: (a) A surface-mounted PMSM
based on a lightweight structure [23]; (b) An axial-flux machine for airborne wind turbines [63]; (c) A
lightweight housing bracket design [64].

The incorporation of structural lightweight design in electrical machines, including
both active and passive parts, is summarized in Table 2, which involves common topologies,
extended performance boundaries, and limitations.

Table 2. Summary of structural lightweight design.

Motor
Components Common Topologies Extended Performance Boundaries Limitations and Considerations

Active part

Slotless machine [54–56]

(1) Motor weight reduction:
33.6% [54]

(2) Power density:
24.38~40 kW/kg [55,56]

(3) Current density:
15~27.5 A/mm2 [55,56]

(1) Low air gap magnetic flux density
(2) High flux leakageStator yoke optimization

[28,57,58]

(1) Motor weight reduction:
16.5% [28]

(2) Yoke weight reduction: 78% [57]
(3) Power density increase:

17.4%~30% [28,57]
(4) Efficiency: 90% [58]

Ironless machine [59–61]

(1) Motor weight reduction:
34% [61]

(2) Efficiency: 97.5% [60]
(3) Output Power: 53.8 kW [60]

Passive part
[23,63,64]

Structural simplification
and optimization

(1) Bracket weight reduction:
17.2% [64]

(2) Mechanical mass ratio: from
41.8% to 34% and 23% [23]

(3) Power density: 6.4 kW/kg [63]
(4) Efficiency: 95% [63]

(1) Ensure sufficient mechanical
strength during the design
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4. Advanced Manufacturing Technology

Advanced manufacturing technology is a crucial facilitator in achieving lightweight
motor design, thereby being extensively employed in recent years for the implementation of
lightweight motor construction. Among various fabrication technologies, additive manufac-
turing is emerging as the most cutting-edge technique for motor fabrication [65]. Additive
manufacturing technology is distinguished by its ability to produce almost unconstrained
and three-dimensional motor components through rapid prototyping, while minimizing
material waste. Furthermore, another advantage lies in the versatility of this technique, as
it allows for the application of a wide range of materials including metal alloys, composite
materials, and ceramics. Therefore, this technology can be employed to fabricate motor
components with complex configurations that pose challenges for conventional process-
ing methods, thereby facilitating the flexible design of motor components and achieving
lightweight objectives [20]. According to the existing literature, additive manufacturing
has demonstrated its capability in fabricating nearly all motor components, with particular
emphasis on windings, cores, and cooling systems, where significant effects on weight
reduction or performance enhancement are presented [66]. The following provides a brief
overview of additive manufacturing technologies applied in various motor components for
weight reduction, as well as discussions on their merits and limitations.

4.1. Windings

The predominant application scenario of additive manufacturing technology in elec-
trical machines lies in winding modules, primarily aimed at maximizing slot fill factor or
integrating winding direct cooling configurations. This approach improves motor thermal
performance and consequently contributes to lightweighting objectives. In [67], a novel
grooved-profile coil for in-slot direct cooling has been proposed, which is manufactured us-
ing additive manufacturing technology and aluminum material, as presented in Figure 11a.
Compared to conventional copper wire coils, the proposed design achieves a remarkable
slot filling factor of 58.6%, resulting in a twofold increase in ampere turn limit and a weight
reduction of 47%, as well as a maximum temperature reduction from 197.5 ◦C to only
65.4 ◦C. Another approach described in Figure 11b focuses on end-winding cooling, where
a modular cooling configuration is introduced to integrate the fluid heat exchanger directly
into the end-winding using additive manufacturing [68]. This configuration reduces the
occupied stator slots and enables winding direct cooling, thereby minimizing the volume
of non-active windings. Experimental results demonstrate an 81% increase in continu-
ous current capability when ignoring AC losses, thus leading to higher thermal load and
enhanced power density. Another more direct way is to insert heat pipes directly into
additively manufactured hollow windings for enhanced cooling and lightweight design,
which is implemented in a 250 kW high specific power direct drive PM motor, as illustrated
in Figure 11c [69]. Heat pipes are used as cooling components, with one end integrated
within the coil cavities, while the other end connected with fluid-cooled heat exchangers.
This efficient cooling structure facilitates high current densities, resulting in a significant
reduction in motor mass and volume. The analysis results demonstrate that the motor
with additively manufactured coils achieves a high specific power of 20.10 kW/kg and an
efficiency of 96.18%. However, a significant drawback lies in the generally higher resistivity
and lower thermal conductivity of 3D printed windings, which leads to increased losses and
compromised thermal performance. Furthermore, the mechanical strength of 3D-printed
windings can be further enhanced due to the inherent limitations of the machining process.
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Figure 11. State-of-the-art additively manufactured windings in electrical machines: (a) A novel
shaped profile coil with direct cooling channels [67]; (b) Windings enabled by additive manufacturing
for direct thermal management [68]; (c) Additively manufactured hollow conductors integrated with
heat pipes [69].

4.2. Cores

Additive manufacturing technology is commonly employed in motor core production
to overcome the limitations of conventional laminated cores and achieve a more flexi-
ble electromagnetic design. A rotor design incorporating an additively manufactured
air-cooling system is proposed in [70] for lightweight structures of automotive PMSMs,
as shown in Figure 12a. Compared to traditionally manufactured reference motors, the
combined weight of the rotor and shaft is decreased by 33%, together with a 13% decrease
in mass moment of inertia, thereby further enhancing motor dynamic performance. More-
over, this study involves the redesigning and additive manufacturing of the motor casing,
resulting in a significant 45% reduction in weight. Based on additive manufacturing tech-
nology, another lightweight rotor with internal magnets is proposed in [71], as presented in
Figure 12b. The active components of the rotor are made of soft magnetic silicon alloy and
the surface of the functional model was treated with grooves to reduce eddy current losses.
Additionally, several other lightweight structures are also adopted, including a lightweight
motor end structure, a hollow shaft, and a new conical transition zone between the moving
parts and the bearing. Compared to the reference rotor, the proposed rotor achieves a
weight reduction of 52.7%, and an average motor torque enhancement of 5.4%, as well as
a decrease in cogging torque by 90%. In addition to rotors, the motor stator can also be
fabricated using additive manufacturing technology to achieve lightweighting. The study
in [72] introduces a novel 3D-printed laminated stator to address the issue of 3D magnetic
flux paths in axial flux machines during the manufacturing process of radial laminated
stator cores, as depicted in Figure 12c. The proposed stator is fabricated using silicon
steel powder and incorporates a novel Hilbert lamination technique to emulate geometric
structures, thereby mitigating eddy current losses. The analysis results demonstrate a
50% reduction in eddy current losses compared to solid structures containing 3% silicon
steel content, with an additional 24% decrease when employing 6.5% silicon steel content.
Moreover, the additively manufactured stator presents a weight reduction of about 30%
compared to conventional counterparts. Despite a decrease of approximately 22% in peak
static torque, the net torque density of the motor is still enhanced by the new design.
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Figure 12. State-of-the-art additively manufactured cores in electrical machines: (a) An additively
manufactured air-cooled lightweight rotor for automotive electric machines [70]; (b) An additively
manufactured lightweight rotor made of soft magnetic silicon alloy [71]; (c) An additively manufac-
tured stator with Hilbert pattern for axial flux machines [72].

4.3. Cooling Configurations

The thermal issue has consistently been one of the most critical concerns in motor
design, and additive manufacturing is being adopted to address this challenge by enabling
more integrated and efficient cooling configurations. To enhance winding direct cooling,
a specific heat exchanger with unique geometry enabled by 3D printing technology is
proposed in Figure 13a for high-power density motors and integrated into double-layer
concentrated windings [73]. Compared to other materials, ceramic materials are char-
acterized by high thermal conductivity, high stiffness, and strength at extremely high
temperatures. After experimental validation in a motorette, a continuous DC current
density of 35.7 A/mm2 is achieved, thereby enabling the attainment of a power density of
12.1 kW/kg in the reference motor. Another similar investigation in Figure 13b involves the
implementation of thermally conductive heat guides as a novel heat dissipation approach
to provide an efficient cooling path in machines [74]. Additive manufacturing technology
is employed to fabricate the heat guide with complex geometry, resulting in improved ther-
mal performance and minimized losses, while remaining unaffected by external magnetic
fields. The test results demonstrate a reduction of 30% and 40% in temperature rises at
both the winding end and active area, along with an 85% improvement in heat dissipation
efficiency. Remarkably, the contribution of heat guide to the total weight of stator winding
assemblies is only 3% to 4%, which significantly enhances power density. Apart from motor
windings, 3D-printed cooling configurations can also be integrated within other motor
regions to improve thermal performance. An additively manufactured heat exchanger with
a multi-finned structure is integrated within the original internal space to address the over-
heating issue in the stator components of outer-rotor motors, as shown in Figure 13c [75].
The proposed cooling configuration enables a temperature reduction of 9.1 K to 18 K under
various conditions compared to conventional heat sinks. Furthermore, the temperature gap
between the windward and leeward sides has also been narrowed, which is beneficial for
the thermal management of the entire motor.

Despite great potential, additive manufacturing technology at the current stage also
presents certain limitations that require further refinement. Due to the rapid melting and
solidification, some small structural imperfections such as porosity, cracks, residual stresses,
spheroidization, and anisotropy are generated during the manufacturing process, which
poses significant implications on the electromagnetic, thermal, and mechanical performance
of the component. Additionally, its applicability in electrical machines may be further con-
strained by limited machining accuracy and material restrictions [20,76]. The exploration
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of additive manufacturing technology in electrical machines is summarized in Table 3,
encompassing common methods, extended performance boundaries and limitations.

Figure 13. State-of-the-art additively manufactured cooling configurations in electrical machines:
(a) A 3-D Printed Heat Exchanger [73]; (b) An additively manufactured Heat Guides for Enhanced
Heat Transfer [74]; (c) An AM Heat Exchanger for Outer-Rotor PMSM [75].

Table 3. Summary of additive manufacturing technology in electrical machines.

Motor Components
Classification of Common
Additive Manufacturing

Methods

Extended Performance
Boundaries

Limitations and
Considerations

Windings [67–69]

(1) Extrusion-based method
using thermoplastic
materials: Fuse filament
fabrication (FFF)/Fused
deposition modeling (FDM)

(2) Photopolymerization
method using liquid:
Stereo-lithography (SLA)

(3) Powder bed fusion
approach using metal
powder: Selective laser
sintering/melting
(SLS/SLM)

(1) Slot filling factor: 58.6% [67]
(2) Weight reduction: 47% [67]
(3) Continuous current

capability: 81% higher [68]
(4) Power density:

20.10 kW/kg [69]
(5) Efficiency: 96.18% [69]

(1) High resistivity
(2) Insulation layer

Cores [70–72]

(1) Motor weight reduction:
13% [70]

(2) The combined weight
reduction of the rotor and
shaft: 33% [70]

(3) Rotor weight reduction:
52.7% [71]

(4) Stator weight reduction:
30% [72]

(5) Weight reduction:
13%~52.7% [70–72]

(1) Easy to initiate cracks and
propagate

Cooling
configurations

[73–75]

(1) Power density:
12.1 kW/kg [73]

(2) Current density:
35.7 A/mm2 [73]

(3) Temperature reduction:
30%~40% [74] and
9.1 k~18 k [75]

(4) Temperature reduction:
30%~40% [74,75]

(1) Low thermal conductivity
caused by pores and
cracks.

(2) Limited mechanical
strength and processing
quality
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5. Discussions and Conclusions

With the increasing electrification in the context of transportation, there is a growing
demand for motors with high power/torque density. Lightweighting techniques for motors
have emerged as an effective approach to achieve compact motor structures, lightweight
construction, and thus expanded performance boundaries. The effectiveness of these
methods has been validated through extensive investigations including motor design,
prototyping, and testing.

The state-of-the-art implementation methods for lightweight motors have been com-
prehensively reviewed in terms of the utilization of lightweight materials, structural
lightweight design, and the incorporation of additive manufacturing technology in ma-
chine construction. Among these, the adoption of lightweight materials and structural
lightweight design has yielded favorable outcomes. However, it is important to note that
the incorporation of lightweight materials and topologies presents a non-negligible im-
pact on motor electromagnetic and thermal performance, as well as mechanical strength,
which requires further investigation and meticulous design trade-offs. Future research
may focus on achieving further motor lightweighting by employing lightweight materials
and structures based on a comprehensive evaluation of the combined electromagnetic,
thermal, and mechanical performance of the motor. Additionally, additive manufacturing
technology is increasingly being applied to fabricate lightweight motors with promising
potential. However, this technology still suffers from some limitations, such as a restricted
range of printable materials, diminished material properties post-3D printing, and subop-
timal processing efficiency. To promote the wider application of additive manufacturing
technology in motor production, improvements in processing technology are required.
Furthermore, cost poses a significant concern in the implementation of the aforementioned
lightweighting methods, particularly in cost-sensitive scenarios, where careful calculations
and trade-offs are necessary to strike a balance between weight reduction purposes and
increased expenses.

In the future, more high-strength lightweight materials may be adopted for motor
lightweighting, such as titanium alloys, magnesium–aluminum alloys, and cutting-edge
nano materials. As for topology optimization, specific operational conditions of vehi-
cles, such as electric vehicles and electrified aircraft, can be fully considered to mini-
mize performance and material redundancy. Additionally, the utilization of pressure
casting technology, already employed in automotive manufacturing, presents a promis-
ing avenue for the production of motor components with complex structures to achieve
lightweight configurations.
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